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Resumen

Abstract

El proceso de aprendizaje del inglés en
escuelas y colegios nacionales puede
integrar las cuatro habilidades y mejorar
pronunciación, vocabulario y gramática
a través de prácticas innovadoras tales
como el uso de celulares inteligentes en
clase. Por mucho tiempo, se ha buscado
hacer el proceso de aprender una
segunda lengua lo más natural posible.
Sin embargo, la falta de escenarios
reales y situaciones cotidianas dificultan
esa familiaridad con el idioma. Por esta
razón, quiero demostrar como el uso del
celular lleva a los estudiantes más allá y
les permite expandir sus conocimientos
mientras se divierten en un ambiente
atractivo para ellos.

The process of learning English in public
schools can perfectly integrate the
four skills and improve pronunciation,
vocabulary and grammar through
innovative practices such as the use of
smartphones in class. For a long time,
teachers have intended to make the
process of learning a second language
as natural as possible. However, the lack
of real scenarios and everyday situations
hinder that familiarity with the language.
For this reason, I want to show how
the use of cell phones takes students
further and allows them to expand
their knowledge while having fun in an
attractive environment .for them.
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martphones have been changing
our society for ten years
approximately. They have brought
an extensive variety of options not
only for communication but also for
research, sharing on social networks
and many other possibilities. Even
though cellphones come to be
really handy for everyone, in school
they have been considered to
be a distraction, at least by some
parents and teachers. Junco (2012)
found that 53% of undergraduate
students at a university reported
text messaging during class. That’s
why many professors rather not
allowing cell phones in class in
order to avoid any disturbance
for students and even for them as
well. Why fighting the giant when
it can be turned to be part of the
class? The wide range of apps and
options that there are nowadays
are amazingly big and each one
of the them brings many benefits
for students and their language
acquisition process. It is possible
to make smart phones our best
friend in class and take all of the
advantages to our side and learn
how to manage in order to avoid
the issues. This is a descriptive
essay to define the positive side of
using smart phones as our allies
to develop the four skills of the
language as well as pronunciation,
vocabulary and grammar when
teaching ESL/EFL.

According to the publication of the
newspaper La Nación with an update
of March 2nd, 2017. “The Ministry of
Public Education intends teachers to
include the use of cellphones within
their pedagogical practices.” The use of
cellphones can convey many pluses to
the development of a second language
since it reinforces and expands
pronunciation, makes the acquisition of
vocabulary easier, and leads students to
learn grammar, develop listening skills
and develop reading comprehension and
writing. This means that the stereotype
of being a distraction for students and
teachers could be replaced by being
known as the coolest class’ tool ever.
This great opportunity allows teachers to
expand their boundaries while teaching
and going towards educating the new
generations according to their life style
and preferences. Still, it entails many
details such as an absolute support from
the school and principal in order to have
access to internet when it is needed. It
also implies that all students or at least
most of them must have a smart phone
of their own, which is very common
nowadays in both elementary and high
schools.

The hammer on the nail
Learning English entails learning
how to manage its four skills that are
listening, speaking, reading and writing.
Manaj (2015) states that these skills
should be addressed in a way that helps
students meet the standards you set for
them and develop their communicative
competence gradually. In fact, the
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integration of listening and speaking with
reading and writing will make learners
good listeners, speakers, readers and
writers, thus to communicate effectively.
The mastery of these skills is a gradual
process. Teachers, for instance, should
expose learners to gradually challenging
tasks and material.
This is why using cell phones as tools in
class can guarantee the perfect exposure
to the language in a daily basis situation
by using what they enjoy the most, their
smartphone. Motivation is very important
in the learning process, and teachers can
take it for granted in class while students
work with their phones. There is a wide
range of options that teachers could use
with cell phones in class.

Possibly, many teachers think about
it and it seems impossible to turn
the biggest distractor ever into a
successful tool to teach. Well, this
is the greatness of technology.
Smartphones have many options
that can really help, for instance,
voice recorders, camera, texting
apps, listening to audios, research,
translators, dictionaries, educational
apps, journals and many more. It is
a matter of being creative and using
the right option that conveys with the
purpose of the goal you have in mind.
Learning English also makes students
struggle with pronunciation, hundreds
of new vocabulary words to be learned,
as well as grammar rules that they
need to memorize in order to achieve
a successful communication in the
second language. Pronunciation gets
better with lots of practice and grammar
stands for studying hard, but vocabulary
is difficult sometimes and it is crucial
when talking. Nation (2001) further
describes the relationship between
vocabulary knowledge and language
use as complementary: knowledge of
vocabulary enables language use and,
conversely, language use leads to an
increase in vocabulary knowledge. It
means that the more you talk, the easier
it gets and vocabulary turns as part of
your own. Mofareh (2015) describes how
many students end up memorizing lists of
vocabulary or relying on dictionaries. As
a result, language teachers and applied
linguists now generally recognize the
importance of vocabulary learning and
are exploring ways of promoting it more
effectively. Smart phones come to be part
of this new approaches that seek to lead
students to successful communication
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and dealing with everyday situations by
speaking English through the phone.

valuing even more what you teach every
day.

During the day texting family relatives
or friends is done a hundred times like
when writing a shopping list to your mom,
asking for permission to go somewhere,
taking notes, asking for a phone number
or even recording messages via
WhatsApp. These kind of daily situations
currently covered with a smartphone can
be part of English lessons and make
them more entertained and effective.
Perhaps, next time if one of your students
needs to text a friend from class, texting
in English could turn to be the main
option for both of them to practice the
language. Wouldn’t be great? The input
that a student can have from listening to
recorded messages or music, watching
videos on YouTube or reading texts,
blogs, posts and books is huge, and it
could be even more effective than any
other input they would normally receive
in class without using their smart phones
as a tool. Meanwhile, the output from
students that record themselves to send
a message, call to a restaurant to make
an order or just text others is what shows
the efficiency of using cell phones in class
and reflect how confident they feel about
themselves when using the language in
their own personal environment.

Methodology

No more worries! As soon as you decide to
step up and innovate your teaching style,
English class will turn to be your students’
favorite one. Classroom management is
in your hands, you can decide the best
moment to use smartphones is or not.
Certainly, the increase of confidence and
English proficiency will shine through the
windows of your class and your students
will learn the importance of using their
resources in the right time and place,
32

The teacher books the computer lab
from school in order to have stable and
controlled internet access for students
and asks all of them to access the
internet.

1. Vocabulary review. The teacher
prepares a review and asks
learners to get in groups in order to
play kahoot.

2. The teacher reinforces vocab
about shopping by asking question
through the app.

3. The teacher shares a link for
students via WhatsApp for them to
watch and listen for the first time.

4. Students follow the link again and

listen for the second time in order
to get specific details about the
video.

5. The teacher asks students to

work in pairs and gives a situation
in order for them to write a text
message to their peers.

6. A QR code is shared by the teacher
and students follow it to complete
the exercises.

7. Students practice what they wrote
and record it ,and then share it in
the class’ WhatsApp group.

8. The whole class listens to the
audios and comment on what was
accomplished, strategies used by
every group, outcomes and what
needs to be improved.
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Conclusion
In the past, cell phones in the
classroom were part of the list of
distractors that would not allow
students and their teacher to have
a successful and profitable class.
The evolution of these devices
into smartphones came to change
the impression that people had.
Nowadays, the use of technology in
the teaching and learning process,
the facility of having internet access
and smartphones have come to
change the old school practices. The
variety of apps that are available can
help to prepare an interactive and
innovative lesson where all students
have fun while practicing and
learning. Having students feeling
motivated is one of the major goals
that a teacher always has. In fact,

these practices can guarantee that
students will feel attracted to work
in class and the best part, get an
effective learning of the language.
What it takes is to change the old
way of thinking and fear of losing
control of the class because of
distractions and stepping forward
to experience new ways in which
working and planning get easier with
a lot more fun.

Useful Apps
• WhatsApp
• Socrative
• Mentimeter
• Spotify		
• Notepad		
• Google drive

• Kahoot
• Quiver
• QR code reader
• You Tube
• Voice recorder
• Kindle
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